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LLRC FULL CIRCLE 2020 
Denegódhé asíe ghanįtł’eth ha beghǫnít’a  

mamāhtawimihtānihk ki-toskayāmināwahk 

Empowering Our Youth  

Land, Language, Relationships and Culture 

Reclaiming our Space Within the Circle: Understanding 2SLGBTQQIA 

2 Spirit, Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning, Intersex, Allies. 

 

This presentation will explore the history and address the gap in the educational field when it comes to safe spaces that harness love and 

acceptance towards 2SLGBTQQIA students. The presentation is called “Reclaiming our Space Within the Circle” to reflect the title of the 

conference “Full Circle’. Figuratively speaking Queer, Transgender and Gender Non-Conforming students have been disproportionately under

-represented in many Indigenous communities across Turtle Island. In the true spirit of decolonization we understand that coming “Full 

Circle” is welcoming back all walks of life and spiritedness back into the circle to reclaim space, place and being. This presentation will explore 

historical contexts, addressing the gap and creating safe spaces for 2 Spirit youth in our Northern communities. This presentation will also 

explore wahkohtowin and kinship, lived experience in Coming out/Coming in. The presentation will also provide information in creating Gay 

Straight Alliance clubs within the school and other supports that are readily available.  

Osemis is an aspiring leader in Aboriginal Community Development. He attributes his strong desire towards 
community development to his northern Cree upbringing. Raised in Sandy Bay Saskatchewan, Osemis is a proud member of the 
Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation.  He is also a very proud alumni of the University of Saskatchewan, Master of Northern Governance and 
Development program.   Throughout his career, Osemis has worked towards the advancement of Indigenous people using his 
business skill sets in supporting a number of projects aimed at enhancing the Indigenous profile in Saskatchewan.  On the 
community front, and throughout his graduate studies at the university, he avidly volunteered with the Saskatoon's  Two Spirit 
group.  He has been involved in planning Saskatchewan's annual two -spirit pow wow,  and is a strong advocate for the creation of 
inclusive spaces for two-spirit people.   Osemis’s passion for the community is truly inspiring. 


